Motor function in adults of an Ohio community with environmental manganese exposure.
The objective of the present study was to evaluate motor function in order to assess the effects of long-term, low-level environmental manganese (Mn) exposure in residents of an Ohio community where a large ferro- and silico-Mn smelter has been active for more than 50 years. One hundred residents from the Mn-exposed Ohio community were evaluated using the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), a postural sway test, and a comprehensive questionnaire exploring demographics and general health. The results were compared to those of 90 residents from a demographically similar comparison town in Ohio. Mn exposure was assessed using modeled airborne Mn and blood Mn (Mn-B). The UPDRS was employed to evaluate parkinsonian motor features. Postural sway was measured using a CATSYS 2000 (Danish Product Development). No significant difference between the exposed and comparison groups was evident as to Mn-B, demographics or major health outcomes. The risk of abnormal UPDRS performance using "Motor and Bradykinesia" criteria was increased in the Mn-exposed group after adjustment for potential confounders such as the presence of other neurotoxic metals, factors affecting susceptibility to Mn, potential factors influencing motor performance, and other possible demographic confounders. No participant was diagnosed with clinical manganism by neurological examination. After adjustment for various potential confounders, the Mn-exposed group showed significantly higher postural sway scores under eyes-open conditions than the comparison group. Subclinical findings on the UPDRS and postural sway in the Mn-exposed group may possibly reflect early subtle effects of chronic low-level Mn exposure. However, the cross-sectional study design, the small to medium effect sizes, and the little biological plausibility are limiting the possibility of a causal relationship between the environmental Mn-air exposure and the early subclinical neurotoxic effects observed.